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0. This paper provides a description of the Persian periphrastic verb (PV),
pointing out the features that render it distinct from tne compound verbs
commonly found in many languages, and traces, to the extent that it is possible,
the historical development of the PV formation process from Old to "iiodern
Persian. It is showi that though PV formation undoubtedly played a productive
role in the nativization of foreign vocabulary, it is also a productive device
for generating verbs from native vocabulary. Speculations are offered as to
how historical development of the PV structure accounts for certain peculiar-
ities of the synchronic syntactic and derivational behavior of the PV.
1.0 The term PV is used to refer to morphologically complex verbs of the
type gu^ dadan 'listen' (literally 'ear' + 'give') and sar aj.iudan 'overflow'
(literally 'head' + 'come') which are found in great abundance in conteiaporarj''
Persian. A rough survey (cf. Telegdi 1950-51:316) based on an arbitrarily
selected, approximately four-hundred verb section of a Geruan-Persian dic-
tionary reveals that one out of every ten verbs in modern Persian consists
of a pure Persian root and is of a non-periphrastic structure. The rest
are PV's consisting of an indeclinable ;P, Adj. P, or Adv. P., either loan
or native, folloired by a pure Persian single verb stem which serves as the
auxiliary (AUX) in that it may be inflected, carrying all tne s^Titactic
features generally attached to the verb: tense, mood, negativity, person,
and number. Tae choice of the AUX depends, to some extent, on properties
of the verb such as transitivity, causativity, and voice. The class of
periphrastic AUX includes over thirty of the most common pure Persian simple
verbs, the most recurrent of which are lodan 'become,' kardan 'do',
dadan 'give', xordan 'eat', and zadan 'hit.'^
The PV in Persian has not been discussed in great detail in the
linguistic literature, thougn traditional graiiimarians (Jones, 19u9;
Lampton, 1957; Lavian, 19T1) have always been aware of the abundance of
what they call "compound verbs" in Persian.
1.1 PV's have the follovfing structure.
i ADJ.P Jv - AUX
\ ADV.P J
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^Ixruaples from eacu of the PV types are gus dadan 'listen', (literally 'ear' +
'cive'), /^arm kardan 'heat' (literally 'hot' + 'do'), and dar raft an 'sli;.',
(literally 'out' + 'go') respectively. The order of constituents within
the PV follows the general pattern characterizing the T constituents of
the language. Persian has an SOV (Subject Object Verb) word order, as
sho-im in ( 2 )
.
(2) parviz ketab xand. 'Parviz read a book.'
'Parviz' 'book' 'read.'
The PV is recursive in that (a) it may be derived from another PV, and (b)
it may be composed of the same constituents as the \P containing it. Type
(a) is illustrated by the PV faryad boland kardan 'scream' (literally 'cry'
+ 'high' + 'do') which is, in turn, derived from another PV, naiiiel;/- boland
kardan 'raise', (literally 'high' + 'do') such that the former PV literally
means 'cry' + 'raise'.
(3) [p^farySd + fp boland + kardan]]
Type (b) is illustrated by the W ksilaiae harf zadan 'speak' (literally 'word'
+ 'word' + 'hit'), both the W and the PV within it having the constituent
structure wy.
(h) [ kalame (harf + zadan]]
1.2 Compound verbs in many languages are different fron. their Persian eoui-
valents, the PV's, in that the former do not play the role of a verbal unit
syntactically. For example, a compound verb formed from a simple transitive
verb and a direct object iP, cannot take a direct object of its ovm, even
though its overall meaning is inherently transitive. Thus, unlike PV's,
it is the simple verb alone that plays the role of the verbal unit v;ithin a
compound verb construction. In order to make clear this difference, oxanples
of compound verbs are taken from English, an Indo-Eiiropean lansua{:,o, and
from Hebrew, a Semitic language, are contrasted v;ith Persian PV's.
In English the noun beatin^; is derived from the verb beat which is a
simple transitive verb that takes a direct object, as in the sentence:
(5) Dan beat iiary
IP [V IP]
The compound verb derived from the noun beating and the simple verb give
,
namely give a beating ,though very similar in meaning to beat , is different
from it in that it cannot take a direct object and is restricted to taking
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the dative case only:
(6) Dan gave a beating to 'lary 'Dan gave iiary a ueating'
[IP V IP dative IP ]
marker (d.m.
)
In sentence (6) p;ave is the verb, taking at most one accusative and one
dative iP, in this case beating oind Llary respectively.
Likevfise, in Hebrevr, the noun maka 'beating' is derived from the simple
transitive verb lehakot 'beat', which takes a direct object as in sentence:
(7) dan hika et-meri 'Dan beat iiary.'
'Dan' 'beat' 'definite-iiary'
accusative
case marker
ra.a.c.m.
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The compound verb derived from the noun raaka and tue simjjle verb latet 'to
give', namely latet maka 'give a beating' cannot take a direct object,
and is restricted to taking the dative case only:
(8) dan natan maka le-neri 'Dan gave ilary a beating.'
'Dan' 'gave' 'beating' 'd.m. -Mary'
In sentence (3) natan 'gave' alone plays the role of a verb, tailing at most
one accusative and one dative IP, maka and meri respectively.
In Persian, on the other hand, the noun kotak 'beating' combines v/itxi
the simple transitive verb zadan 'hit' to fonii the PV kotak zadan 'beat'
(literally 'beating' + 'ait'), whicii is transitive and capable of takini^ a
direct object of its ovm. In Persian, unliKe iinglisu, one can say:
(9) clan meri- ra kotak zad 'Dan beat Mary.'
'Dan' 'Mary' (d.a.c.u.) 'beating' 'nit'
where meri
,
as indicated by the definite accusative case uarker-ra is the
direct object of the PV kotak zad , vmich acts as a verb unit, and not of
the simple verb zad which has a direct object of its ovm—kotak. One can
thus conclude that in Persian a PV can be used alternately with its simple
verb equivalent, if attested, v;hile the compound verb in English and Hebrew
cannot
.
It is also interesting to note that Hindi compound verbs, including
those which contain Arabic loans acquired tlirough contact \7itn Persian,
are not all verbal units in the sane way that Persian PV'-j are. A great
number of Hindi compound verbs comprising Perso-Arabic loans differ from
Persian PV's in that the former cannot take a direct object P, even when
their meanings are- transitive, since the IP within the compound verb holds
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the direct object position in relation to the AUX, which acts as the sentential
verb. Thus, many Hindi compoimd verbs take a possessive NP in a context where
a simple V equivalent would take an accusative NP, Consider the following
example
.
(10) mg j5n-ko s8rah r8ha-hu 'I praise John.'
'I' 'John-animate accusative 'praise' -imperf.-l Sg.
case marker (a. a.c.m. )
where s9rahr8hahQ 'praise' is a native simple verb.
A compound verb tSrif k3ma also meaning 'praise' (literally 'praise +
'do') with a Perso-Arabic compoimd ed NP taprif 'praise, ta^c&3 a g^ietival
instead of an accusative' TP_; even taouch the verb is used to express the same
transitive liotion, since the direct object position is filled by the iP within
the compound verb.
(11) me jan-ki tarif k3r-r8hia-htl 'I praise John,'
•I' 'John-of 'praise' 'do'
Notice that jan-ki (ll) is not acciosative, but possessive indicating that
2
the compound verb in Hindi is not a verbal unit.
1.3 The periphrastic AUX can be classified into two types: (a) ' sewi
periplirastic AIL'C' and (b) 'fully periphrastic' or, simply speaking, 'oeri-
3phrastic AUX. The class of semi-periphrastic AUX includes the verbs
whose only function is to reflect certain syntactic features associated
with the verb, such as mood and voice, generally not expressed in a single-
stem verb in Persian. The position of the semi-periphrastic AUX is after
the participial form with wnich it combines. Thus tae semi-periphrastic AUX
is like the "regular" AUX in its functions, though structurally it is
similar to the periphrastic AUX in that it does not combine with a declineable
constituent. Its main di:&rence from the periphrastic AUX is that the
latter does not combine with the participial forms of pure Persian single-
stem verbs, while the former invariably does. An example of tne semi-peri-
phrastic AUX is lodan 'become' which is used in the passive forms of simple
verbs in Persian. The passive form of the simple verb xordan 'eat', for
example, is:
(12) xorde sodan 'be eaten'
'eaten' 'become'
sodan , however, can also be used as a periphrastic AUX in the formation of
PV's such as pa ^odan 'get up' (literally 'leg' + 'become') and piyade sodan
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'get off. (literally 'on foot' + 'become'). Therefore an occurence of
^odan in a verbal compound is to be classified into either one of the two
catecories, semi-periphrastic or periphrastic AUX, according to its functions
in that verbal expression.
The periphrastic AUX, described earlier, is a single-sten pure Persian
verb that combines with a iP, ADJ.?., or ADV. P. to form a conpletely different
lexical item of the verbal category—the PV. The periphrastic AUX, unlike
semi-periphrastic ones, do not combine \rith participal forms of another
verb in order to reflect a different syntactic aspect of it, such as voice.
Another difference lies in the fact that the periphrastic AUX becomes partiallj
reduced in its semantic contents, relative to its simple verb occurences,
while the semi-periphrastic AUX retains its full semantic load. Thus in pa
sodan the periphrastic AUX ^odan is semantically reduced, to some extent, for
pa §odan does not mean 'become a le^' but 'get up' which implies 'stand on
a leg', whereas in (12) the semi-periphrastic AUX ^odan used with the past
participal form of the active verb xordan to generate the passive form,
retains its semantic contents— 'be eaten'. Other examples illustrating tuat
the semantic contents of the periplirastic AUX is generally reduced, and
that the non-verbal constituent^ of tao PV "charge" it to a certain u-xtent
are:
(13) ^etm duxtan 'watch closely'
'eye' + 'sew'
( li+ ) Jaru kardan ' sweep
'
' broom ' + ' do
'
In (13) and (lU) the peripiirastic AUX's acquire an instrumental case feature
from the general meaning of the IP's with which they combine. Thus in (13),
duxtan 'sev/' takes on the meaning of 'use' so t.iat ce^m duxtan comes to mean
•use an eye (so see)'. Likewise in (lU) kardan 'do' takes on the semantic
contents of 'use' such that jgru kardan talies on the meaning 'use a broom
(to sweep)'. In general a perijjhrastic AUX acquires the meaninj 'use' v;hen
combined with a semantically instrumental IP to form a PV.
Though the peripiirastic AUX's lose most of their semantic contents, the
choice of AUX is not an altogether arbitrary process. Different AUX's are
used v;ith the same non-verbal element to produce transitive vs. intransitive
forms, active vs. passive forms, causative vs. reflexive forms, or stative
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vs. active forms of a particular PV. For example, with the ADJ.
bidar 'awake', the use of the AUX "^odan 'become' produces bidar sodan
'awaken' (literally 'awake' + 'become') in its intransitive, reflexive sense,
while the use of the AUX kardan 'do' produces bidar kardan 'avraken' (lit-
erally 'awake' + 'do') v;ith its transitive, causative reading.
Though the periplirastic AUX is highly reduced in semantic contents, no
tvro auxiliaries are completely interchangeable. The AUX's kardan 'do',
nemudan 'show', and farmudan 'order' seem to be used interciiangeaoly iu
many PV's to form doublets or triplets such as soal kardan (literally
'question' + 'do'), soil nemudan (literally 'question' + 'show'), and soal
farmudan (literally 'question' + 'order'), all basically meaning 'ask', how-
ever, the tliree PV's are not exact synonyms, for they reflect very fine
shades ia meaning, soal farmudan , for example, expresses respect tovrards the
"performer" of the action, and is used in sentences such as:
(15) sah soal farmud 'The king asked a question.'
'king' 'question' 'ordered'
soal nemudan differs from soal kardan in that it belongs to a more literary
level of Persian; soal kardan is more commonly used in the spoken language.
When used irith an ADJ. P. in a periphrastic construction, the three AUX's
kardan , nemudan, and farmudan may not even be all grammatical, let alone
interchangeable. For example Persian has the PV divane kardan 'to make crazy*
(literally 'crazy' + 'do'), but not the expressions '^^divane nemudan
(literally 'crazy' + 'show') and ^divane farmudan (literally 'crazy' + 'order'),
2.0 PV formation is not exclusively a device to fill in semantic gaps in
the verbal category, where there are no simple verbs to express a certain
notion. There is evidence, throughout its history, that the process of PV
formation is not only a process of compensation for the lack of certain
verbs in the language, but also a deliberate process to supplement and
eventually supplant single-stem verbs in Persian.
2.1 The FV pattern is attested in Avestan, spoken hundreds of years prior
to the influence of Arabic on Persian, thus eliminating the possibility
that this process was devised by the language solely for the purpose of
borrowing Arabic verbs that had no lexical representation in Persian.
Though many compound verbs are attested in Avestan, the variety of
possible periphrastic AUX's is lirited^and their combinations wita nonverbal
elements are greatly restricted. The simple verb ^emardan 'count', and its
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PV derivative and synonym semar kardan (literally 'count' + 'do') for
example, can be traced back to Avestan. (cf.Telegdi, 1950-51:330-1). The
fevr usages of such verbs in Avestan (cf. Reichelt, 1909:226) arc:
(l6) yo nar9n vixrum3nt3ni x"'ar9m Jainti
'who' 'somebody (ace) ' 'bloody (ace ) '-wound (ace) ' 'hits'
'VJlio gives somebody a bloody wouni.
(it) sk9nd3n se mano kBrBnui'^i
'destruction(acc) ' 'his' 'mind(acc)' 'do'
'destroy his mind'
(lo) aat ta hazo nivar9zay3n daeva
'then' 'them(acc)' 'force(acc)' 'committed' 'the daevas'
'then those Doevas committed force against then.'
2.2 Palilavi, generally knoxm as Middle Persian, s^joken in 300 B.C. -
900 A.D. ; also prior to the Mohammedan and Arab influence, iias more con-
pound verbs than do Old Persian and Avestan though t-ue frequency of
PV's in PaHavi texts is rather limited in comparison vita ilodern Persian,
Grammars of Pahlavi discuss under the topic of "compound verbs" verbs of
the type PARTICLZ; + V^and not PV's as defined in this paper. The failure
on the part of Paiilavi. grammarians to devote any substantial work to the
description of the PV^even though scattered examples of PV's are attested,
can be interpreted to be indicative of the following: a) PV formation i/as
not productive enough in Pahlavi to be recorded in graruiar books, and
b) that the syntactic behavior of the PV's was not uniform enou:;h (as in
Modern Persian) to vrarrant analysis and discussion. One can therefore
conclude that the productivity and syntactic patterns of tnis construc-
tion are relatively recent developments j the conclusion pending a more
thorough examination of the PV's in Paiilavi.
3.0 It seems that contact with Arabic may have stimulated the spread of
this construction, fbr the PV's in all Islamic languages and Yidiisii
almost alA/ays contain Semitic non-verbal elements (Wexler; 1971;197^)
•
Periphrastic constructions using Arabic aae extremely popular in Iranian
and Turkic languages wiiich had contact with Arabic , fro^i vfhich the non-
verbal components of the PV v/ere borrowed. In Yiddish tae non-verbal
couponent of the PV is invariably taken from hebrev;. It is in such
situations of large-scale borrowing that the PV construction becomes
productive. The language borrows a foreign noun and derives a PV from
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it, v7ithout subjecting the loan word to any of the inflections that a
native verb might take.PV formation, then, is a "strategy" of the language
to get around a general phenomenon observed in situations of language
contact, namely the unreadiness of verbs (as opposed to nouns) to be
borrowed and nativized.
A great majority of PV's in Persian contain a non-verbal constituent
borrovred from Arabic. The basic types of Arabic loans penetrating into
the Persian PV are verbal no\ins, present active i:)articiyles, and past
passive participles from all the Arabic verb patterns (cf. Rastorgueva
196i»:65-6)? See examples (19) -(21)
(19) Arabic verbal noun yalabe 'victory':
yalabe kardan 'vanauish'
'victory' + 'do'
(20) Arabic present active participle yaleb 'vanishing:
yaleb kardan 'vanquisa'
'vanquish(ing) ' + 'do'
(21) Arabic passive past participle maylub 'vanquished':
, ,
kardan 'vanquish'
maylub
' vanqui shed ' + ' do
'
Tvro or more synonymous PV's can thus be formed, each tine using a different
form of the same Arabic loan word, whereas for each PV containing a non-
verbal element of pure Persian origins_, there are no synonymous PV's
using other derivatives of the same non-verb. There is no preference
as to irhich of the three forms of the verb is borrowed from Arabic;
sometimes the verbal noun and the two participles can be used in PV's to
convey the same semantic contents^as seen in examples (19-21) i where the
periphrastic AUX has the power to "undo" the passive sense iniierent in the
Arabic past passive participle. Persian PV's formed from Arabic loans,
therefore, involve a distortion of the Arabic syntactic norms. Persian
disregards the £+passive] feature of the past passive pax'ticipial forms
of the Arabic verbs it borrows, as can be seen in example (21), where
maylub is used -irith the active AUX kardan 'do' to produce an active verb
maylub kardan 'vanquish' . In order to form a passive PV vrith maylub ,
the Persian language has to combine the passive AUX souan 'be' irith it.
(22) maylub sodan 'be vanquished'
'vanquished' + 'become'
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k.O Evidence that PV formation is not essentially a "borrovrinj^" device is
the fact that Arabic stems are borrowed to derive PV's even uhen there
are no semantic gaps in the Persian lanpuafje for that verb. The verbal
noun hesab 'account' is borrowed and "periphrased" by the lanfruace to
yield the verb hesab knrdan 'coaat' (literally 'account' + 'do') when
the native ^emardan 'count' and its periphrastic derivative ^emar kardan
'count' (literally 'counting' + 'do") already are part of the lexicon.
Another example is the borrov/ing of the Arabic verbal noun soal 'question'
to form the PV soal kardan 'ask' (literally 'question' +
'do'), when there exists a native simple verb porsidan having the saiae
meaning.
U.l Arabic is not the only foreign source cf the non-verbal component of
the PV in Persian. There are verbal semantic gaps in Persian for which
PV's are created by combining a '..'estern European non-verbal component
sind a native periphrastic AUX. A recent modern example of such a verb
is telefon kardan 'call up' (literally 'telephone + 'do') formed by
combining the VJestern nominal loan telefon 'telephone' with the native
periphrastic AUX kardan 'do*, telefon kardan , being a verb of calling,
takes a dative iP introduced by the marker be_ - 'to':
(23) parviz be-meri telefon kard 'Psurviz called llary up.'
'Parviz 'to-IIary' 'telephone' 'did'
There are also PV's sucli as rezerv kardan 'book' (literally 'reserve'
•7
+ 'do') formed from European loans, and wiiich take an accusative >P.
(24) parviz otaq-ra rezerv kard 'Parviz reserved the room.'
'Parviz' 'room- 'reserve' 'did'
d.a.c.m.
'
U.2 The gradual replacement of simple verbs by PV's is a prevalent
trend in contemporary Persian. PV's are formed using native vocabulary
even when their simple verb counterparts are still in usage. Tae peri-
phrastic forms rather than the simple verbs expressing the same semantic
contents are becoming dominant in the spoken language, pushing their
simple form paraphrases into the level of the foriaal literary language.
For exEunple, yad gereftan 'learn' (literally 'memory' + 'take') is
supplanting amuxtan 'learn', ne^an dadan 'show' (literally 'sign' +
'give') is replacing nemudan, vrhich is itself a productive periphrastic
AUX, and farar kardan 'escape' (literally 'free' + 'do') is replacing
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' kno\f
'
'remind'
gorixtan 'escape'. In some cases the PV and tue sin^jle verb it is
supplanting are derivatives of the same stem, as is the case with
jfosteju kardan 'search' ('search' + 'do') and ^ostan 'search' and 3an,i liardan
'estimate' (literally 'estimate' + 'do' )and san^idan 'estiiLatel clearly indi-
cating that the periphrastic constructions are not fonued in order to fill
the semantic gaps in the verbal lexicon.
n.3 Another aspect of the productiveness of the PV in Persian is that a
different verb is generated for each verbal fom such as active, passive,
stative, causative, reflexive, etc. using the same non-verbal stera, combined
^n.th different periphrastic AUX's. For example form the native noun stem
yad 'memory' the following PV's are derived:
(25) yad gereftan (active, transitive) 'learn'
'memory' + 'get'
(26) yad dadan (active, causative, transitive) 'teach'
'memory' + 'give'
(27) yad da^tan (stative)
' memory + ' have
'
(28) yad avordan (active, transitive)
'memory' + 'bring'
(29) yad amadan (passive)
'memory' + 'come'
(30) yad raftan (passive) .
'memory' + 'go'
h.k Another aspect of the productivity of the PV formation process lies
in the fact that a certain periplirastic AUX may be paired irith different
non-verb constituents to produce a variety of verbs. For example, using
the simple native verb xordaji 'eat* as the AUX, the following PV's, among
others , can be formed
:
(31) zamin xoruan 'fall'
' ground ' + ' eat
(32) cub xordan 'be beaten (witu a rod)
'stick' + 'eat'
(33) qose xordan 'worry'
' irorry ' + ' eat
'
( 3^ ) qasam xordan ' swear
'
' svrear ' + ' eat
'
'be remembered'
'be forgotten'
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(35) farib xordan 'be cheated'
'cheat ins' + 'eat'
(3^;) afsus xordan ' regret
'
'srief + 'eat'
(37) dast xordan 'be used'
' hand ' + ' eat
'
In the above PV's part of the semantic contents inherent in the verb xordan
'eat' is reduced, and, as an AlTX, it acquires a different semantic load from
each of the different non-verbal constituents v;ith which it combines.
The fact that the neanincs of the PV's are not always absolutely pre-
dictable seems to indicate that the PV's are idiomatic. On the other hand,
their recixrsiveness, their uniforu structures, their syntactic beuavior,
and the predictability of their verbal features such as voice, causality,
reflexivity, etc. argue for their productivity. The questioxi remains open
as to whether the PV's in Persian are "lexicalized" or wlietlier they are
to some extent genuinely productive.
5.1 Among the features that establisn the PV formation as a productive
process is the regular syntactic be^ia/ior of the PV's. The PV behaves as
a single verbal \init, capable of taking a IP bearing the SEinie grammatical
relation to it as the one it includes. Further evidence in support of a
V analysis of the PV cones from the inseparability of its components by
other elements of the sentence. For exajuple, the placement of the regular
AUX is limited to pre-PV position as shovm in (30) irhile tne acceptability
of (39) is rather marginal:
(38) bate [ darad zamin raixorad] 'The child is falling'-
'child' 'has' 'ground' 'eat'
(39) ?bace [zamin darad mixorad] 'The cliild iii falling.'
'child' 'ground' 'has' 'eat'
However, within a regular W the regular AUX can appear either in tne pre-
verbal or the pre-object position, as examples (i*0)-(itl) indicate:
(UO) ba6e [ darad sib raixorad] 'The child is eating
'child' 'has' 'apple' 'eat'
an apple.
'
(i+l) ba^e [sib darad mixorad] 'The cnild is eating an apple.'
'child' 'apple' 'has' 'eat*
A constituent that may interrupt a PV sequence, however, is a direct
object or indirect object clitic. Object clitics are optionally placed iu
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Persian after the non-verbal element of a PV as in:
(U2) parviz miz - ra [pak-(es) kard] 'Parviz cleaned the
'Parviz' 'table-d.a.c.m. ' 'clean-(it)' 'did'
which has the folloi;in{j syntactic variant, where the clitic is placed after
the periphrastic AUX:
C+S) parviz niz - ra [pak kard - (eS)]
With simple verbs the object clitic is Generally placed after the verb.
(Uli) parviz sib - ra xord-(e^) 'Parviz ate the apple.'
'Parviz' 'apple-d.a.c .m. ' 'ate'-(it)'
Indirect object clitics in sentences containing PV's likeirise appear in one
of two possible positions:
{k3) parviz [ soal es_ kard] 'Parviz asked hiiu ( somethin;^ )
'
'Parviz' 'question' '-him' 'did'
(U6) parviz [soal kard - e£] 'Parviz asked him
sometuing)
'
'Parviz' 'question' 'did' 'him'
The indirect object clitics in the post-direct object position are less
acceptable in ¥"sthan in PV's. This difference in acceptability strenpjthens
the claim that the underlying structure of PV's is different from the W
constituents of Persian sentences. Notice the sentences:
(hj) parviz soal [ porsid - es] 'Parviz asked hiii a question.'
'Parviz' 'question' 'asked' 'him'
(kQ) ?parviz soal - e^ [porsid] 'Parviz asked him a question.'
'Parviz' 'question' 'him' 'asked'
where porsid 'asked' is a simple transitive verb and soil 'question' its
direct object.
Another type of example supporting a V analysis for the PV 'comes fx'om
the inseparability of its components by Diodifiers as in example (it9)
(U9) ••parviz gus -g ziyad dad ('Parviz listened much')
'Parviz' 'ear-adjectival' 'much' 'gave'
liason(a.l.^
However, there is a type of PV's that at first glance seem to violate the
"inseparability restrictions" imposed on them. Consider (50):
(50) parviz liarf - e ziyad zad 'Parviz spoke much."
'Parviz' 'word-a.l. 'much' 'hit'
Such examples seem to serve as counterevidence for the hypothesis that
the PV is an inseparable unit belonging to tlie category V. Ilovrever, a
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critical examination of such examples reveals that separable PV's must be
vievfed to be T's in their base form, containiac PV's whose objects have
been deleted in certain predictable environments. VJith the deletion of
the second of the tiro morphologically identical iIP's, the se.quence becomes
structurally similar to the PV. Thus (50) in whicii the PV sequence narf
zadan 'speak' (literally 'vrord' + 'hit') seems to be interrupted by a
modifier, can be shovm to be underlyingly (51), from which the second
occurence of harf is deleted under morphological identity to produce (50)
•
(51) parviz harf' - e ziyad narf zad .
'Parviz 'word - a.l. 'much' 'word' 'hit'
spolTe"
The fact that a sequence of morphologically identical IP's does not
appear in sentences of Persian suggests that there must be some device
that blocks an underlying \P containing two identical nouns from appearin^i
on the surface, most likely by deleting the second of two identical
nouns. Thus one can say soal porsidan 'ask a question,' where soal is
the direct object of porsidan , a simple verb, but not "'soal soal kardan ,
where porsidan has been replaced by its PV counterpart soal kardan .
More evidence can be brought for the hypothesis that tae underlying
constituent structure of "separable" PV's is that of a )P containing a
direct object morphologically identical to tne noun v/ithin the periphrastic
sequence. The graramaticality of phrases suca as soal-ra I'.ard 'asked the
question' with a definite direct object marker-ra inserted after the
direct object IP vdthin the PV soal kardan 'ask' (literally 'question' +
'do'), indicates that such an occurence of soal plays the role of a
direct object, rather than the noun of the PV.
(52) parviz soal - ra kard 'Parviz aslced the question.'
'Parviz* 'question-d.a.c .m. ' 'did'
Also the sequence soal-rS kard cannot take a direct object of its ovm.
The position of the indirect object in sentences of the language
constitutes another piece of evidence for the hyixjthesis that tae seemingly
"separable" PV's should be considered T'swith deleted nouns. The rela-
tive linear order between the direct and indirect object in Persian is
stylistically conditioned, such that both orderings are possible;
(53) parviz Icetab - ra be-man dad. 'Parviz gave the
in -iiT-.j 11^ I I I book to me .
'
'Parviz' 'book-d.a.c.m. ' 'to-me' 'gave'
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(5^) parviz be-man ketab - ra dad. 'Parviz ^ave the book to me.'
'Parviz' 'to-me' 'book - d.a.c.m.' 'gave'
An indirect object can interrupt a PV sequence of the type illustrated by
(50) and (52), to produce alternate structures suca as (57) and (58), but
cannot interrupt PV's in general, as (55) and (56) indicate.
(55) parviz be - man [ harf zad] 'Parviz spoice to me.'
'Parviz' 'to rae' 'word' 'hit'
(56) """parviz [harf be - man zad] 'Parviz spoke to me'
'Parviz' 'word' 'to - me' 'hit'
(57) parviz be - man | harf . e ziyad zad J 'Parviz spoke much
to me'
'Parviz' 'to - me' 'word-a.l. 'much' 'hit'
(58) parviz [harf - e ziyad be - man zad] 'Parviz spoke muca
'Parviz' 'word-a.l. ' 'much' 'to - rae' 'hit'
The variation in (57) and (58) can be explained in terms of free vrord
order between direct and indirect objects in Persian, if the surface
sequence harf-e ziyad zad is analyzed to be an underlying '\P.
5.2 The PV is syntactically distinct also from the grammatical category
V, for unlike the V, it does not participate in the native non-verbal
inflectional or derivational patterns. PV's behave differently from
simple verbs vrith respect to the non-verbal derivatives they possess.
Certain patterns of adjectival and nominal derivatives of verbs in Persian
are of the structure INF. + i_-adjectives such as:
(59) [ . jxordan - i ] 'edible'
'to eat - adjectival suffix'
(a.s.
)
and INF + i_ + ha - nouns such as:
(60) [ xordan - i ha ] 'edible things'
'to eat' - a.s. plural morpheme'
Prom the following table it can be seen that only simple verbs have
derivatives of the INF. -i_ and INF. -i_ - ha patterns: PV's are not
amenable to such patterns. Even the PV's gus kardan 'hear' and harf
zadan 'speak,' which are paraplirasable by '^enidan and go ft an
respectively—both being simple verbs that have the above mentioned adjectival
and nominal derivatives—do not possess such derivatives.
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FOOTNOTES
""I would like to thank Lans Hock, Robert Lees, Paul 'Jexler, and
Ladislav Zgusta for reading and coranienting on an earlier version of this
paper
.
The following is a list of the productive periplirastic Aux's in
Persian, complementing those listed in the text:
saxtan
nemudan
farmudan
dastan
didan
gereftan
gozastan
baxtan
bordan
bast an
avordan
raftan
amadan
xastan
kesidan
duxtan
gardidan
gardandan
resandan
goftan
kc-ndan
xandan
gastan
yaftan
oftadan
creJifB
show'
order
'
have'
see'
get'
put'
lose'
take'
tie'
bring'
go'
come'
want
'
pull'
sevr'
turn'
make turn'
make reach'
say'
pick'
read'
search'
find'
fall'
Likewise a compound verb s9tahna k8rna 'make praise' made up of
the native verbal noun s8rahna and the AUX kBrna 'do' to express the same
transitive notion, as in (i):
(i) me
'I'
jan - ki
'John - of
3 9rahna
'praise'
k9r-r3ha-hu
'do'
'I praise John.
'
also takes a genetivaliP
.j an-ki . One explanation may be that the Persian
PV taarif kardan 'relate '(literally "relate' + 'do') may very well have
served as a syntactic model for the Perso-Arabic compound verb in Iliudi
tarif k8rna. The Persian PV ta;>rif kardan means 'telling (good things)
about somebody/something'; it does not take an accusative IP, but an
oblique one. It appears that "nativized" expressions such as tarif
k3rna,_in_turn serve as models for tlie Sanskritic or native caiques sucn
as sarahna karna
,
such that the latter expressions require the same type
of !P's as their borrowed paraphrases. Further research, however, needs
to be done to investigate the original uncalqued Hindi compound verbs in
an effort to discover the distribution patterns of the types of iP's they
can take.
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The AUX of tne PV construction should be properly differentiated
from the so-called "recular" auxiliaries of tne language, which generally
precede another verbal component in a morphologically complex verb. An
example of a regular auxiliary in Persian is xastan 'want', used to
indicate futurity.
(i) mixam be-rav-aia 'I i/ant to go.'
'\7ant-lSg)
' 'subjunctive-go-lSe.
'
marker
(l6) may have been formed after sentences with the pattern of (i):
(i) yo nar3m frazabao3anh9m snaiSm jainti
'who' 'somebody (ace. ) ' 'Fr.(acc.)' - 'blov7(acc)' 'hits'
'\fho gives somebody the Fr.-blov;.'
where the verb in (i) equivalent to 'hit a blow' is clearly a 'figuraa
etymologia' of the type * dream a dream.''
To assume, on the other hand, that the PV construction is essentially
devised in order to borrovr into the language verbs in v;hich it is
deficient would imply that simple verbs cannot be derived from loan words.
This is not strictly true. There are Arabic loan verbal noun stetiS from
which simple Persian verbs are formed, thouga such verbs are rare in the
language. Examples are raqsidan 'dance', faiimidan 'comprehend', and
talabidan 'request', which follow the inflectional patterns of t-he Persian
simple verbs. However, even these verbs are supplemented by tneir
corresponding periphrastic forms rags kardan (literally 'dance' + 'do'),
faiim dastan (literally 'comprehension' + 'have') axid tala'j kardan
(literally 'request' + 'do'), which use the Arabic verbal noun as the
non-verbal component. The rarety of simple verbs such as raqsidan is
not surprising, considering the differences in tae declension patterns
between the Persian and Arabic verbal patterns. PV's do less violence
to the structure of tiie foreign loan. The sane phenomenon is true about
Perso-Arabic loans in Hindi, which follow the Hindi simple verb
declension patterns. Some examples are gSrmana 'warm up,' from the
Persian adjective garm 'hot', n3n:iana 'to soften' from the Persian
adjective narm 'soft', and jamna 'solidify' from the Perso-Arabic novin
^am? 'together', used to form the Persian PV ^am'i kardan 'gather.'
6 - V -
For the average speaker of Persian, }iesab kardan ^nd semardan are
semantically equivalent—both meaning 'count', but the average so-called
"learned" Persian detects a fine difference, namely that the former also
has the sense of 'total up'
.
7Hindi PV's' with English as the source of the non-verbal component,
such as fon k3rna 'telephone' (literally 'telephone' + 'do'), expect
k9rna 'expect' (literally 'expect' + 'do'), and feyl k9rna 'fail'
(literally 'fail' + 'do') introduced into the language over the past
century do not seem to be caiques on Perso-Arabic compouiids, but rather
productive unitary verbs with regular syntactic properties. Like
their Persian counterparts, such PV's, if transitive in meaning, talce
accusative IP's, and not genetival iP's.
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See, for eJcample:
(i') me • jan ko vfon k3r ' - -r9ha.hu 'I telephone Jo'in.'
'I' 'John-a.a.c .m. ' 'telephone' 'do'
(ii) me-_ Jan - ko expect k3r-r3ha-hu '1 expect John.'
'I' 'John-a. a. c. m. ' 'expect' 'do'
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